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In the field of Theology, the study of the nature of God, we find two main
groups championed by people who, surprisingly, may not even have the
equivalent of a Kindergarten Diploma on the subject.

People who don't even have a definition of godhood yet claim some
"scholarly authority" on the word god.

On one hand we have the Faith-based Theologians, who know that words
have meaning, yet prefer to believe, to bypass Reason, in order to satisfy
their addiction to the fuzzy warmth of faith. They certainly don't care to do
the work needed to clarify the meaning of the word god. All they need is
their fix of faith.

On the other hand we have the Atheists. Some of whom are gnostics who
claim that god does not exist and others who are agnostics because
they claim that the gods we heard of do not exist but prefer to reserve their
final judgement. 

In any case, atheists are also unlikely to deserve any Kindergarten
Diploma in Theology, for the work done on Defining Godhood, since they
are too busy giggling at the examples of gods provided by faith-based
theologians.
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Fortunately, Secular Theologians have arrived on the scene with three
kindergarten sized text.

With the first one, Introduction to Secular Theology, we point out the
need to know the meaning of words before selecting them. Especially if we
consider the word God.

With the second, Def ining Godhood, we attempt to def ine the title given to 
qualif ied beings. Just as we have to have a proper def inition of knighthood, 
or priesthood, before we can grant it to those who qualify.

And with the third, The Moral Code of Sovereign Beings, we propose an
"ideal code of conduct" as an attempt to apply the meaning of the word
God. Too many people wrap themselves in morality, champion good over
evil, yet, sadly enough fail to provide their Moral Code. That is the Moral
Code we need to judge them.

Finally, let's keep in mind that, starting with the "letter" of the word god, we
reach beyond its spirit, its meaning, and enter the realm of its very soul, its
real meaning, and that, in this endeavour, a Kindergarten Diploma is a long
way from a PhD.

Guy Rocheleau
grocheleau255@yahoo.ca
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